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I. INTRODUCTION 

Architecture has the ability to reinforce humanity's position and 
notion existence in Nature. Our natural environment holds the 
moral correctives to the "manmade" and artificial failures that has 
since detached human lcind from what we really are. Humans are a 
part of Nature and architecture is a part of humans, therefore the 
correlation between Nature and architecture is an integral standard 
on how we live in harmony with ourselves and our world. 



II. THESIS ISSUES 



SYSTEM 

Every organism has inherit quality of a system that produces it with 
efficient arrangement of parts that ensures optimal performance and 
adaptability. The word "organism" is analogous to anything and 
everything around us. It could be a flower, a building, or an emerging 

_ metropolis. All of these organisms are systems that exhibit a particular 
structure of parts that function together in specific relationships to create 
a whole that in tum may belong to an even larger system. (Laszlo, 19) 
These systems create themselves in response to the challenge of the 
environment. They are wholes with irreducible properties , self-maintaining, 
and coordinate themselves in Nature's hierarchy. This is a morphologic 
philosophy of perception that assists in comprehending a better vision of 
the world in which we live. 

Architecturally, the systems view is an intrinsic fundamentaD in this 
morphologic ideology. Frank Lloyd Wright' s organic philosophy towards 
architecture parallels the system's view in that "organic architecture, like 
Nature, relates things to each other, giving a sense to the whole." Wright 
further explores this interdependent synergy as "a total building system in 
which each part is in order with each other part and the whole is an 
integration of those parts." (Wright, 298) "These relationships maintain 
our existence in Nature by expressing the human spirit with hopes of an 
organic society where art, religion, and science are one to work together 
in improving the quality of life for all individuals." (McNall, 13) 



SYSTEM 

I 

. I 

Morphosis' Crawford Residence demonstrates itself as a system by 
coordinating itself in Nature's hierarchy. The residence begins by 
creating an integration between architecture and place. In attempting to 
establish reprocity between building and site, three geometric orders 
representing three scales were overlaid, " ... north-south/ east-west axis 
of the mercator which provided a global orientation; an X-Y axis which 
referred to the location of mountains and ocean; and the creation of an 
entirely si~ specific boundary condition." (Mayne, 42) In addition to its 
orientation, the residence establishes itself as a system by placir;ig emphasis 
on isolated pieces in order to "enhance an understanding of co1'erency" as a 
whole "thnough the perception of a series of fragments'"(Mayne, 4 7) further 
defining itself as a system. 



SYSTEM 

Frank Lloyd Wright's Larkin Building illustrates the system's view 
through its creation in response to an arising nation of industry and 
commerce. The office building was designed to maintain itself in this 
advancing environment through "a remarkably flexible arrangement of 
parts that was utilized with great success for many years while still 
contributing to its original organic design concept." (Green, 135) The 
Larkin BuDlding' s systems composition of partitions, lighting, and 
circulation enabled it to manipulate and adapt itself to the changing times 
in which it was built. 
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SYSTEM 

* The facility must bear the countenance of a completely organized 
system. 

Natural systems are wholes with irreducible properties. (Laszlo, 27) 
Potential Response: Various programmatic elements such as infrastructure, 
electrical, and mechanical will be left exposed in order to develop a more 
coherent perception of interaction between the facility and its subsystems. 
These elements will be arranged in a rhythmic and repetitive fashion as to 
acem the whole as a system through its composition and juxtaposition of 
components and parts. 

Natural systems maintain themselves in a changing environment (Laszlo, 34) 
Potential Response: The facility will have the ability to adjust and adapt to 
its functions and the environment in which it exists. Research areas will be 
large, open spaces equipped with movable partitions and a central master 
utility line as to accommodate new fields of study and research upon demand. 
On a larger scale, the facility design, in accordance with its nattural 
surroundings, will offer a fragmented layout of spaces where future growth of 
this system can naturally develop. 



Natrual systems can create themselves in response to the challenge of the 
environment. (Laszlo, 46) 
Potential Response: The creation of this system will be a manifestation 
of humanity's current heightened state of technology within our natural 
environment. Through the use of refined metals, reinforced concrete, and 
complex geometries amidst a natural background the facility will 
strengthen and verify our very existence. It is important to note that 
although its appearance may seem to be in contrast with its surroundings 
the facility actually becomes a symbol of humanity's position within Nature. 
It is not a triumph over Nature, rather it is a triumph within our world where 
Nature has given us the ability (technology) to express our own existence 
within her realm. 

Natural systems are coordinating interfaces in nature 's hierarchy (Laszlo, 67) 
Potential Response: Three geometrical orders representing three hierarchical 
scales will be overlaid in attempt to establish the relationship between 
architecture and place. Building orientation , circulation passages, and outdoor 
retreats will be the instruments used in identifying, respectively, its global, 
local, and site specific systems. 



MORPHOLOGIC METAPHOR 

Nature is the only true guide to scale and proportion. (Wright, 200) 
Our surrounding environment offers pure abstractions and affections for 
the nature of materials. The solutions are everywhere-a tree, a flower, an 
insect, or a fish. The architectural resolution lies in the organizing strategy 
and structural principles defined by Nature's processes and products. 
Author Verlag Ernst Wasmuth explores and describes this notion through 
observation. He states "We discover peculiar sympathy between the form of 
this flower and the system upon which leaves are arranged about the stalk. 
From this we are lead on the observe a characteristic habit of growth and 
discover a resultant pattern of structure." (Wasmuth, 134) 

James Hubbell's Sea Ranch Meditation Chapel in Sea Ranch, California 
demonstrates this belief. The chapel illustrates its existence by making 
references to the geometries of Nature and the environment around it. The 
viewer experiences the chapel's environment through its architectural 
exuberance " ... the four roof planes collide like waves; the perspective is never 
the same from one footstep to the next." (Russell, 74) In addition, the chapel 
employs materials such as wood and indigenous stone further reinforcing its 
"natural" existence. (Russell, 74) 



MORPHOLOGIC METAPHOR 

* The architectural solution lies in the organizing strategy and 
structural principles defined by Nature's processes and products. 

Potential Response: Therefore, to embellish the character of the 
morphologic metaphor, we must acknowledge and understand nature 
by implementing and engineering a solution that provides for growth, 
maturity, and comprehension. As with the flower, the building will 
provide a central circulation path (stem) that can lead the participant to 
a number of destinations where the primary functions of its existence are 
located (blossoms). In addition, the supporting structure (skeleton) itself 
should have the ability to provide a foundation for natural growth and 
maturation. The building will have its own form, its beauty emergent 
from its consonance with Nature. 
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III. FACILITY PROGRAM ISSUES 



CONGREGATION 

As far back as the third century B. C., scientists have begun to meet with 
and to have their work scrutinized and evaluated by other scholars of 
similar knowledge and interests. By the middle of the nineteenth century, 
improved ease of travel and communication made it possible to learn about 
work going on in other cities and even other countries which e'v'.entually 
launched cooperative studies between widely separated researchers. 
(White, 193) At this point, scientific knowledge was growing so fast that a 
mutual dependency developed among scientists. 

Today, this mutual dependency is the backbone of modern research. 
Scientists and researchers from all around the world meet and exchange 
thoughts and ideas enabling society to grow and develop. To humanity, 
this expression of thought is an imperative and undeniable desire to have the 
recognition that society cannot proceed without having a place ~or this exercise. 
It is important for this arena of thought to establish communication and 
interaction amongst its participants. The Knight Physics Building located on 
the Univensity of Miami campus offers "a glass roofed arcade between the high 
and low parts of the building that is meant to be a meeting place for everyone." 
(Dunlap, 164) A more notable example is the Salk Institute in Lo Jolla, 
California. The institute is a working laboratory for more than five hundred 
scientists, students, and support staff. The building' s success stems from a 
design that lends itself to "opportunities for casual meetings in which shop talk 
and insights are shared." (Crosbie, 46) 



CONGREGATION 

* The facility should be a place where minds can gather and 
congregate with hopes of learning from one another. 

Potential Response: This facility will encourage and orientate group 
communication and interaction through circulation paths and ai systematic 
layouts with respect to indoor and outdoor situations. Congregation areas 
adjoining laboratory exits through which office circulation must travel will 
invite pauses for casual conversation. Outdoor areas adjacent to entries and 
break areas will provide benches and tables to attract group coilaborations. 
In addition to lecture and conference rooms, lounge and snack areas will be 
provided to offer convenient chats where insight can be shared. 



RETREAT 

--·---=- ... - ·-

Occupants experience all of the facility features subconsciously through the 
senses. To consciously experience the system, one must learn and comprehend 
the laws of nature. It is this motivation that allows one the presence of 
expression. To grasp this full expression, one must "optimize the functioning 
of the human mind, to deal with the issues with which the human mind is 
concerned." (Ronner, 47) In an interview with Dr. Oakes, Head Director of 
the Univensity of Texas Fusion Department, he comments that, "pure scientists 
in well equipped laboratories divorced from teaching and application, with the 
assembly and isolation have the opportunity for great achievement." (Oakes) 
Again, the Salk Institute stands as an ideal archetype in that it was designed as 
a "retreat for reflection and work, away from the business and noise of the 
world" (Crosbie, 46) The institute's isolation offer~ scientists and researchers 
a domain in which all scope of thought may be focused without distraction so 
that full expression is attainable. In this realm, Nature serves as the divine 
inspiration to this expression and offers the instrument which we all know is 
ourselves. 



RETREAT 

* The facility should be a retreat that instills a feeling of serenity and 
consensus of purpose, a creation of space that can influence the realm of 
the mind. 

Potential Response: The facility will be an intellectual retreat isolated from 
civilization accessible only be a distant passage through Nature. Faculty offices 
will be partitioned from facility operations providing "hideawaiys" where staff 
can go to write, think, or just to restore their souls. Furthermone, outdoor areas 
adjacent to the facility will offer cloister-like spaces such as alcoves and 
activities inviting only to the individual. These outdoor areas will eventually 
lead to nature paths situated throughout the facility's habitat sa that one may 
explore and ponder thought while in a native realm. 



FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

The proposed facility of this thesis is a Nuclear Research Institute 
specializing in the study of nuclear fusion as an alternative fuel source. 
The facility will house a fusion reactor as well as secondary laboratories 
for other fieds of nuclear study. In addition there will be a reference 
room, auditorium, conference area, and arenas for group and private 

contemplation. 

Fusion Reactor 

.J 



ACTIVITY/ SPATIAL ANALYSIS 

RESEARCH AREA: 6,795 usable square feet 

SPACE: 

DESCRIPTION 

ACTIVITIES 

CHARACTERISTICS 

USABLE SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS 

NO.OF UNITS 

JUSTIFICATION 

SOURCE 

FUSION LAB 

space where fusion 
experiments are performed 

reactor operation, cleaning 
and maintenance 

high-ceiling, large open 
space, artificial light, 
concrete finish, non-skid 
floor 

2400 sq. ft. 

900 sq. ft. reactor space 
500 sq. ft. detection 
instruments 
800 sq. ft. circulation 
200 sq. ft. power and 
electrical 

U. T. Fusion Lab 

CONIROL ROOM 

space where reactor controls 
and experimental data is 
analyzed 

data analyzations, computer 
modifications 

climate controlled computer 
environment, task lighting, 
review space, view of 
reactor 

295 sq. ft. 

25 sq. ft. table 
80 sq. ft. computer 
80 sq. ft. detection 
instruments 
50 sq. ft. research control 
post 
60 sq. ft. circulation 

U. T. Fusion Lab 

GENERAL LAB REFERENCE ROOM 

space where non-fusion space that provides access to 
nuclear experiments are information and research 
performed material 

optics, spectrometry on-line access, reading 
reproductions 

large flexible space, ambient and task lighting, 
movable wall partitions, shelf space for periodical 
sloped floor toward drains, storage, computer coves 
concrete finish, master utility 
line 

1000 sq. ft. 1100 sq. ft. 

3 

100 sq. ft. master utilities 140 sq. ft. computer terminal 
150 sq. ft. work counter area 
160 sq. ft. cabinet storage 200 sq. ft. librarian area 
590 sq. ft. work space 400 sq. ft. stack area 

200 sq. ft. reading area 
70 sq. ft. copy area 

U. T . Physics Lab Architectural graQhic 
standards 



ACTIVITY/ SPATIAL ANALYSIS 

FACILITY SUPPORT: 3, 715 USF 

SPACE: UTILITIES STORAGE GENERATOR SHOP SHIPPING AND MAINTENANCE 
ROOM RECEIVING 

DESCRIPTION: space where space for space where space for space where space where 
master utility hub experimental reactor generators equipment repair equipment and building 
is located (water, equipment and are located and tool storage research materials maintenance 
gas electrical, air) material, detection are received ad supply is located 

apparatus temporarily stored 

ACTIVITIES: performance movement of performance equipment repair unloading and storage of building 
checking, equipment and checking and upkeep processing maintenance 
maintenance materials shipments supply, minor 
control equipment repair 

CHARACTERISTICS: service shelf storage, ambient lighting, ambient and task wide doors, ambient lighting, 
accessibility, ambient lighting, concrete finish, lighting, ample circulation for fork shelf storage, 
sloped floor to elevated ceiling adjacent to reactor shelf storage lifts and dollies, sloped floor to 
drain, concrete Jab ambient lighting drain 
finish 

USABLE SPACE 420 sq. ft. 1200 sq. ft. 400 sq. ft . 470 sq. ft . 910 sq. ft. 315 sq. ft. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
NO. OF UNITS: 

JUSTIFICATION: 295 sq. ft. utilities 320 sq. ft. shelf 250 sq. ft. 50 sq. ft. work 200 sq. ft. 15 sq. ft. sink and 
125 sq. ft. access space generators table unloading area drain area 

800 sq. ft. storage 150 sq. ft. 160 sq. ft. shelf 225 sq. ft. 75 sq. ft. shelf 
80 sq. ft . circulation -storage and tool temporary storage supply 
circulation supply 485 sq. ft. 125 sq. ft. work 

200 sq. ft. work circulation area 
area 100 sq. ft. 
60 sq. ft. circulation 
circulation 

SOURCE: U. T. Fusion Lab ~ A.....Q...S. 

• 



ACTIVITY /SPATIAL ANALYSIS 

GROUP INTERACTION AREAS: 5545 USF 

SPACE: 

DESCRIPTION: 

ACTIVITIES: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

USABLE SPACE 
REQUIREMENTS: 

NO. OF UNITS: 

JUSTIFICATION: 

SOURCE: 

LECTURE ROOM 

space for lectures and 
scheduled classes, 30 person 
capacity 

speaking, listening 

ambient and natural lighting, 
chalkboard 

350 sq. ft. 

3 

270 sq. ft. student desk area 
25 sq. ft. desk 
30 sq. ft. circulation 
25 sq. ft. presentation area 

A.G.S. 

CONFERENCE ROOM 

space for gatherings and 
group discussion 

speaking, listening 

ambient and natural lighting, 
multi-presentation media 
(video conferencing) 

1042.5 sq. ft. 

180 sq. ft . conference table 
250 sq. ft. presentation area 
162.5 sq. ft. (26 persons) 
seating area 
450 sq. ft. circulation/open 
area 

THEA TERI AUDITORIUM 

space for viewing movies, 
videos and guest speakers 

speaking, listening, watching 

controllable lighting, suitable 
acoustics 

2552.5 sq. ft. 

1562.5 sq. ft. seating area 
(250 persons) 
300 sq. ft. thrust stage 
600 sq. ft. aisles 
90 sq. ft. projection booth 

LOBBY 

space where public enters 
and obtains direction 

standing, sitting, waiting, 
asking 

natural lighting, adjacent to 
administrative assistants 

100 sq. ft. 

110 sq. ft. benches, couches, 
tables 
190 sq. ft. display area 
600 sq. ft . open/circulation 

A. G.S. 

• 



ACTIVITY /SP A TIAL ANALYSIS 

STAFF AREAS: 4567.5 USF 

SPACE: HEAD SENIOR SUPPORT STAFF ADMINISTRATIVE LOUNG El LOCKER ROOM DIRECTOR RESEARCHER OFFICE SNACK AREA 
OFFICE OFFICE 

DESCRIPTION: office for head offices for senior offices for all offices for space where staff space where staff 
director if institute researchers/ research assistants secretaries and may rest and may change and 

associate directors accountant relax wash 

ACTIVITIES: paperwork, paperwork, paperwork, paperwork, phone eating, relaxing changing, 
reading, reading, reading operations washing 
contemplation, contemplation contemplation 
visitor and client 
relations 

CHARACTERISTICS: ambient lighting, ambient lighting, ambient lighting, ambient lighting, natural lighting, ambient lighting 
shelf space shelf space shelf space shelf space, filing relaxing 

cabinets ambiance 

USABLE SPACE 255 sq. ft. 100 sq. ft. 45 sq. ft. 80 sq. ft. 155 sq. ft. 397.5 sq. ft. REQUIREMENTS: 

NO. OF UNITS: 12 48 5 

JUSTIFICATION: 30 sq. ft. shelves 25 sq. ft. desks 15 sq. ft. desks 25 sq. ft. desk 15 sq. ft. snack 112.5 sq. ft. 
35 sq. ft. desk 8 sq. ft. filing 20 sq. ft. shelves 15 sq. ft. filing machines lockers 
10 sq. ft. filing cabinets 10 sq. ft. cabinets 100 sq. ft. lounge 75 sq. ft. benches 
cabinets 20 sq. ft. shelves circulation 20 sq. ft. she! ves furniture 100 sq. ft. sink, 
110 sq. ft. table, 18 sq. ft. chairs 20 sq. ft. circulation 10 sq. ft. shower, restroom 
couch, chairs 29 sq. ft . kitchenette facilities 
70 sq. ft. circulation 30 sq. ft. open 110 sq. ft. 
circulation space circulation 

SOURCE: A.G.S A. G.S. A. G.S. A. G.S. A.G.S. 

• 



SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS: 

RESEARCH AREA 

CONTROL ROOM 

GENERAL LAB FUSION LAB ..,..__ __ ....,. GENERA TOR ROOM 

REFERENCE ROOM 

• 



SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS: 

FACILITY SUPPORT 

UTILITIES 

SHIPPING & RECEIVING ...,__+--t MAINTENANCE 

STORAGE ...._ ____ ---t SHOP 



SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS: 

GROUP AREAS 

LECTURE 
ROOMS 

THEATER/ 
AUDITORIUM 

CONFERENCE 
ROOMS 

LOBBY 



SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS: 

STAFF AREAS 

LOUNGE 1----------~ LOCKER ROOM 

SENIOR RESEARCHER ..,__ .... 
OFFICES 

..,.__~ 
SUPPORT 

STAFF 

HEAD DIRECTOR 

ADMINISTRATIVE 



SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS: 

FACILITY WHOLE 

FACILITY SUPPORT 

RESEARCH ..__----------~ STAFF 

GROUP AREA 



SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS: 

HIERARCHY OF PERSONNEL 

HEAD DIRECTOR 

SENIOR RESEARCHERS 1--------.... ADMINISTRATIVE 

SUPPORT STAFF 
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IV. CONTEXTUAL ISSUES 



SITE REPAIR 

A building must serve a definite place, one that assists in enhancing its 
objectives and purposes. Although it is important that its place and position 
do not detract from the surrounding environment. On the contrary, the building should improve and beautify the site it inhabits. (Alexander, 511) One's initial 
response the placement is to build on the most pleasant part of the site. Yet, 
this only enables the most least pleasant areas of the site to remain as they are while spoiling the areas that hold the land's value. Thus, "On no account place buildings in the places which are most beautiful. In fact, do the opposite. Consider the site and its 
buildings as a single living eco-system. Leave those areas that are the most precious, beautiful, comfortable, and healthy as they are, and build new structures in those parts 
of the site which are least pleasant now." (Alexander, 511) 
The Koshino House Addition, located on a small slope clearing in a heavily wooded 

national park, attempts to spare the beauty of the surrounding forest by sinking the addition within the earth leaving its environment intact. The connecting corridor between the new and the old structure opens to a ivy-covered slope that was once barren. (Ando, 174) This process of site repair makes it possible for the built form to take on the new role of adornment by appreciating and embellishing the world in which it lives and functions. 
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SITE REPAIR 

* The building should be built on those parts of the site which are in most need of repair. 

Potential Response: On the particular chosen site for this thesis, exists a gravel pit and refuse area where the earth has been scraped away only to be left in disuse. The facility will use this area as its place within the site which otherwise has been left untouched. A terraced foundation will be integrated to assume the original slope of the landscape. Furthermore, subterranean parking will be provided to encourage a natural re-growth of the surrounding flora that has since been erased. 



SITE 

Austin, situated in south central Texas, is the state capital and an 
important center for education, commerce, and research. 
Complemented by a strong economy, fueled in recent years by an 
influx of high technology companies, Austin has emerged as one of the most desirable cities in the United States to live. Located on the banks of the Colorado River, Austin offers an array of outdoor activities and natural settings with subtropical temperatures and over three hundred days of sunshine each year. (Cities of the U.S. , 467) 
Much of Austin' s modern growth and development has been Dinked to the University of Texas located in the downtown area of the city. Besides attracting high technology industries, the university has fostered and image of liberalism and tolerance establishing itself as an intellectual community. Artist, scholars, and creative minds gather to collaborate and interact with one another increasing each other's awareness and perception of the world in which we exist. (Cities of the U.S. , 467). 



SITE: 

PROPOSED SITE: 
·METROPOLITAN PARK, 
AUSTIN, TEXAS 

AUSTIN • 

.. 

o..- · .. 



SITE 

Outside of the northwest boundary of the Austin city limit, Metropolitan Park serves a serves as a natural retreat separated from downtown by a twent!y-minute drive. Through strict zoning and development restrictions, the park has remained virtually untouched by civilization. Highway 360, located just east of the park, stands as an area between the built and unbuilt environment further isolating the area from its close proximity to the city. The park has a diverse terrain that includes cliffs, ravines, and creeks. The landscape is, for tlhe most part, heavily wooded with a few open leas. Native trees include cedar, oak, walnut, and mesquite. (Cities of the U.S., 514) 

* The site chosen for this thesis is located in a clearing on tlhe northwestern side of the park where a gravel pit and a refuse area presently exist. 



SITE: 



SITE SPECIFIC: 

GLOBAL AXIS: North - South 
LOCAL AXIS: Colorado River - - - ~ 
SITE SPECIFIC AXIS: Turkey Creek - - ... -:> 

City Park Road 
Slope 

VIEWS: Treeline - - -4 
Turkey Creek - --'"" 
Colorado River . \ 



SITE ANALYSIS: 

MAXJMUM BUILDING FOOTPRINT: 25,778.125 sq. ft. 

75 PARKING SPACES: 75 x 400 = 30,000 sq. ft. 

25,778.125 + 30,000 = 55,778.125 sq. ft. 
MAXIMUM REQUIRED BUILDING AREA 

The research facility will be situated within 
the repair area indicated. The design will 
aUelllpl io improve and beautify the site 
thus displaying a harmonious between 
liumanity a11d nature. 



V. SPACE SUMMARY: 

RESEARCH AREAS 

FUSION LAB 

CONTROL ROOM 

GENERAL LAB 

REFERENCE ROOM 

TOTAL: 

see Activity/Spatial Analysis 

USABLE SQ. Ff. 

2400 

295 

3000 

1100 

6795 sq. ft. 

NO. OF USERS 

6 

5 

10 

4 

10 



SPACE SUMMARY: 

FACILITY SUPPORT 

USABLE SQ. Ff. NO. OF USERS 

UTILITIES 420 2 

STORAGE 1200 2 

GENERATOR ROOM 400 2 

SHIPPING & RECEIVING 910 4 

MAINTENANCE 315 1 

SHOP 470 2 

TOTAL: 3715 sq. ft. 4 



SPACE SUMMARY: 

GROUP INTERACTION 

LECTURE ROOM 

CONFERENCE ROOM 

THEATER/ AUDITORIUM 

LOBBY 

TOTAL: 

USABLE SQ. Ff. 

1050 

1042.5 

2552.5 

900 

5545 sq. ft. 

NO. OF USERS 

30 

26 

250 

25 

250 



SPACE SUMMARY: 

STAFF AREAS 

USABLE SQ. FT. NO. OF USERS 
HEAD DIRECTOR'S OFFICE 255 1 
SENIOR RESEARCHER 1200 12 OFFICES 

SUPPORT STAFF OFFICES 2160 48 
ADMINISTRATIVE 400 4 
LOUNGE/SNACK 155 7 
LOCKER ROOM 397.5 10 

TOTAL: 4567.5 sq. ft. 48 



SPACE SUMMARY: 

RESEARCH FACILITY 

USABLE SQ. FT. NO. OF USERS 

RESEARCH AREAS 6795 10 

FACILITY SUPPORT 3715 4 

GROUP INTERACTION 5545 250 

STAFF AREA 4567.5 48 

TOTAL: 20622.5 USF 250 
x 1.25 
25778.125 GSF 

see Activity/Spatial Analysis 
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*Thanks to Ricardo Hernandez for help with program design layout. 
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ABSTRACT 

"Nature is nothing less than the principle that gives life its form and character; nature is not only the source but the measure. Thus architecture, to be a vital art, must be like nature." 

- Frank Lloyd Wright 

THESIS: The creation of architecture as a morphologic metaphor to establish humanity's position and notion of existence in Nature. 

FACILITY: A research institute will be used to demonstrate and express humanity coexisting in Nature. This facility will accommodate approximately seventy-five researchers providing arenas for individual and group contemplation. 

CONTEXT: Metropolitan Park, located just outside Austin, Texas, exhibits an undeveloped, natural setting isolated from civilization. As not to interrupt the serenity of its natural environment, any contact with this site will be an effort of repair to improve and beautify areas that are most in need, while displaying a harmonious relationship between man and Nature. 
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